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Significance statement. Probabilistic computing is
believed to underly our ability to sense and act in the
face of uncertainty. However, implementations of neural-
network models performing probabilistic computations on
traditional computers or neuromorphic hardware require
large numbers of independent noise sources, thereby im-
posing substantial extra computational load as well as
energy and material demands. Furthermore, it remains
unclear how appropriate noise is generated in the bio-
logical substrate. We demonstrate that the performance
of neural networks realizing probabilistic computations is
seriously impaired if the noise sources are limited, but
that this problem is naturally solved by generating noise
with deterministic recurrent neural networks. Compu-
tation and noise generation are thereby using the same
neural substrate, without the need for dedicated noise-
generation infrastructure.
Abstract
Neural-network models of high-level brain functions such
as memory recall and reasoning often rely on the presence
of stochasticity. The majority of these models assumes
that each neuron in the functional network is equipped
with its own private source of randomness, often in the
form of uncorrelated external noise. However, both in
vivo and in silico, the number of noise sources is limited
due to space and bandwidth constraints. Hence, neu-
rons in large networks usually need to share noise sources.
Here, we show that the resulting shared-noise correla-
tions can significantly impair the performance of stochas-
tic network models. We demonstrate that this problem
can be overcome by using deterministic recurrent neural
networks as sources of uncorrelated noise, exploiting the
decorrelating effect of inhibitory feedback. Consequently,
even a single recurrent network of a few hundred neu-
rons can serve as a natural noise source for large ensem-
bles of functional networks, each comprising thousands
of units. We successfully apply the proposed framework
to a diverse set of binary-unit networks with different
dimensionalities and entropies, as well as to a network
reproducing handwritten digits with distinct predefined
frequencies. Finally, we show that the same design trans-
fers to functional networks of spiking neurons.
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
j.jordan@fz-juelich.de
Introduction
The high in-vivo response variability of cortical neurons
observed in electrophysiological recordings has often been
interpreted in the context of ongoing probabilistic com-
putation (1–3). Probabilistic inference as a principle for
brain function has attracted increasing attention over the
past decades. Simultaneously, it has been found that in-
trinsically stochastic neural networks are a suitable sub-
strate for machine learning (4, 5). Regardless of the pur-
ported source of stochasticity (6) – noise in synaptic trans-
mission (7), ion channel noise (8) or spiking background
input (9) – these findings have led to the incorporation of
noise mechanisms into computational neuroscience mod-
els (10–12), in particular to give mechanistic accounts for
probabilistic inference in neural substrates (13–15).
Arguably most widespread is the implementation of
noise in neural-network models at the level of individual
neurons. In this case, neurons are described as intrin-
sically stochastic units (Fig. 1, intrinsic) updating their
(binary) states in a way that is uniquely determined by
their synaptic input (13, 16, 17). Alternatively, deter-
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Figure 1. Sources of stochasticity (gray) for functional neural
networks (black). Stars indicate intrinsically stochastic units.
Open circles correspond to deterministic units. Intrinsic: In-
trinsically stochastic units updating their binary states with
a probability determined by their total synaptic input. Pri-
vate: Deterministic units receiving private additive indepen-
dent noise. Shared: Deterministic units receiving noise from
a finite population of independent stochastic sources. Net-
work: Deterministic units receiving quasi-random input gen-
erated by a finite recurrent network of deterministic units.
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ministic neurons are equipped with additive private inde-
pendent noise (Fig. 1, private), often in the form of Gaus-
sian white noise or random sequences of action potentials
(spikes) modeled as Poisson point processes (14, 18). In
either case, each neuron essentially requires its own pri-
vate pseudorandom number generator. The implicit as-
sumption of independence of this background noise across
units in the network is usually mentioned en passant and
goes unchallenged.
However, feeding a large amount of uncorrelated noise
into a physical realization of a system comes with costs.
In particular, the supply of randomness is physically lim-
ited by the input bandwidth of the system, which is nec-
essarily finite for systems that occupy a finite volume, be
they biological or synthetic. This poses a fundamental
problem for the biological plausibility of network models
of probabilistic inference, as well as for their emulation
on physical, neuromorphic devices (19, 20). A straight-
forward solution is to limit the size of the available pool
of noise sources (Fig. 1, shared). This invariably leads to
sharing of noise sources among neurons (Fig. 2), which,
in turn, violates the assumption of independence and po-
tentially impairs the performance of the network.
The present work demonstrates that replacing the fi-
nite ensemble of independent noise sources by a recurrent
neural network (Fig. 1, network) alleviates the problem of
shared noise. In recurrent neural networks with dominant
inhibition, shared-input correlations are dynamically sup-
pressed by a specific correlation structure of network ac-
tivity (21, 22). We propose to exploit the effect to sup-
press shared-noise correlations in functional networks re-
sulting from a finite number of noise sources (see Fig. 2).
The mechanism is consistent with biology and simultane-
ously useful for the implementation of probabilistic com-
puting paradigms on large-scale neuromorphic platforms
(23, 24).
Neural network models derived from Boltzmann ma-
chines (16) are representative examples of stochastic mod-
els. Such networks are widely used in machine learning
(4, 5), but also in theoretical neuroscience as models of
brain dynamics and function (13, 14, 25). For the pur-
pose of the present study, the advantage of models of this
class lies in our ability to quantify their functional perfor-
mance when subject to limitations in the quality of the
noise sources.
Results
Networks with additive private Gaussian noise
approximate Boltzmann machines. Boltzmann ma-
chines (BMs, see 16) are symmetrically connected net-
works of intrinsically stochastic binary units. With an
appropriate update schedule and parametrization, the
network dynamics effectively implement Gibbs sampling
from arbitrary Boltzmann distributions (26). A given net-
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Figure 2. Origin of shared-input correlations and their sup-
pression by correlated presynaptic activity. Top: A pair of
neurons k and l (black) receiving input from a finite popula-
tion of noise sources (gray). The input correlation Cinkl decom-
poses into a contribution Cinshared,kl resulting from shared noise
sources (dotted lines) and a contribution Cincorr,kl (solid lines)
due to correlations between sources. If inputs obey Dale’s
law (they are either excitatory or inhibitory), shared-input
correlations are always positive (Cinshared,kl > 0). Bottom
left: In the shared scenario, sources are by definition uncorre-
lated (Cincorr,kl = 0) and cannot compensate for shared-input
correlations. Bottom right: In inhibition-dominated neural
networks (network case), correlations between units arrange
such that Cincorr,kl is negative, thereby compensating for shared-
input correlations such that Cinkl ≈ 0 (21, 22). Raster displays
in the bottom row illustrate activity of binary noise sources in
the shared (left) and the network scenario (right). Scale bars
correspond to 200 ms.
work realization leads to a particular frequency distribu-
tion of network states. Efficient training methods (4, 27)
can fit this distribution to a given data distribution by
modifying network parameters. In the following we inves-
tigate to what extent the functional performance of BM-
like stochastic networks is altered if the intrinsic stochas-
ticity assumed in BMs is replaced by private, shared or
network-generated additive noise (Fig. 1). If not other-
wise indicated, we consider BMs with random connec-
tivity not trained for a specific task. Due to the specific
noise-generation processes, the neural network implemen-
tations deviate from the mathematical definition of a BM.
We therefore refer to these implementations as “sampling
networks”.
In BMs, the intrinsically stochastic units i ∈
{1, . . . ,M} are activated according to a logistic func-
tion Fi(hi) = (1 + e
−βhi)−1 of their input field hi =∑M
j=1 wijsj + bi with inverse temperature β, synaptic
weight wij between unit j and unit i, presynaptic activ-
ity sj ∈ {0, 1}, and bias bi (details see SI). In contrast to
this intrinsic stochasticity, a more natural model (28–30)
considers additive Gaussian noise ξi ∼ N (µ, σ2) on the
input to deterministic neurons with Heaviside activation
function Fi(hi) = Θ(hi + ξi). Essentially normally dis-
tributed input naturally emerges in units receiving a large
number of inputs from uncorrelated sources. Determinis-
tic units receiving private Gaussian noise resemble units
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with a probabilistic update rule. In contrast to units in
BMs, their effective activation function is a shifted error
function Fi(hi) = erfc
(
hi + µi/
√
2σ2
)
/2. We minimize
the mismatch between the two activation functions by
relating the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian noise
to the inverse temperature β (see SI). For a given noise
strength, this defines an effective inverse temperature βeff.
To emulate a BM at inverse temperature β, we rescale all
weights and biases: bi → β/βeff bi − µi, wij → β/βeffwij .
The Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL(p, p
∗) between the
empirical state distribution p of the sampling network
and the state distribution p∗ generated by a BM over a
subset of m units quantifies the sampling error.
For matched temperature, networks of deterministic
units with additive Gaussian noise closely approximate
BMs (Fig. 3, gray vs. black). The sampling error de-
creases as a function of the sampling duration T , and
saturates at a small but finite value (Fig. 3a, gray) due
to remaining differences in the activation functions. The
residual differences between the stationary distributions
(Fig. 3b, black vs. gray bars) are significantly smaller
than the differences in relative probabilities of different
network states.
The assumption of private Gaussian noise generated
by pseudorandom number generators is hard to reconcile
with biology and difficult to achieve in existing neuro-
morphic devices. In the following, the Gaussian noise is
replaced by input from binary and, subsequently, spiking
units. As a consequence, the noise of the sampling units
exhibits jumps with finite amplitudes determined by the
weights of the incoming connections. Only if the number
of input events per sampling unit is large and the weights
are small, the collective signal resembles Gaussian noise.
The sampling error resulting from private Gaussian noise
therefore constitutes a lower bound on the error achiev-
able by sampling networks supplied with noise from a
finite pool of binary or spiking sources.
Shared-noise correlations impair sampling perfor-
mance. Given the space and bandwidth constraints,
both in vivo and in silico, neurons in functional net-
works have to share noise sources to gather random in-
put at a sufficiently high frequency. By replacing private
noise with a large number of inputs from a finite pool of
independent noise sources, we investigate how strongly
the resulting shared-noise correlations distort the sam-
pled distribution of network states. The noise sources
are stochastic binary units with an adjustable average
activity 〈z〉. To achieve a high input event count, each
sampling unit is randomly assigned K inputs. For each
unit, these are randomly chosen from a common pool of
N sources. On average, a pair of neurons in the sam-
pling network hence shares K2/N noise sources. The
ensemble of noise sources is comprised of γN excitatory
and (1− γ)N inhibitory units, projecting to their targets
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Figure 3. (a) Sampling error as measured by Kullback-Leibler
divergence DKL(p, p
∗) between the empirical state distribu-
tion p of a functional (sampling) network and the state distri-
bution p∗ generated by the corresponding Boltzmann machine
as a function of sampling duration T for different sources of
stochasticity (legend, cf. Fig. 1). Error bands indicate mean
± SEM over 5 random network realizations. Inset: Same data
as main panel in double-logarithmic representation. (b) Rel-
ative frequencies (vertical, log scale) of six exemplary states
s (horizontal) for T = 106 ms. Parameters: β = 1, M = 100,
K = 200, N = 222 (see SI).
with weights w and −gw, respectively. The input field
for a single unit in the sampling network is then given by
h′i =
∑M
j=1 wijsj+bi+
∑N
k=1mikzk, wheremik represents
the strength of the connection from the kth noise source
to the ith sampling unit. For homogeneous connectivity,
the second term in h′i can be approximated by a normal
distribution with mean µ = Kw(γ − (1 − γ)g) 〈z〉 and
variance σ2 = Kw2(γ + (1 − γ)g2) 〈z〉〉(1 − 〈z〉) (details
see SI).
If K ≈ N , shared-input correlations are large and the
sampling error is substantial, even for long sampling du-
ration (Fig. 3, blue curve and bars). Increasing N while
keeping K fixed leads to a gradual decrease of shared-
input correlations (∼ 1/N) and therefore to a reduction
of the sampling error (Fig. 4, blue curves). For large
N ≫ K, the sampling error approaches values compara-
ble to those obtained with private Gaussian noise (Fig. 4,
blue vs. gray curves). For a broad range of N , the sam-
pling error and the average shared-input correlation ex-
hibit a similar trend (∼ 1/N).
Network-generated noise recovers sampling per-
formance. In recurrent neural networks, inhibitory
feedback naturally suppresses shared-input correlations
through the emerging activity patterns (Fig. 2; 22). Here
we exploit this effect to minimize the detrimental influ-
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Figure 4. Sampling error DKL(p, p
∗) as a function of the
number N of noise sources. Error bands indicate mean ±
SEM over 5 random-network realizations. Inset: Dependence
of average input correlation coefficient ρ of mutually uncon-
nected sampling units on N . Black curve represents ∼ 1/N
fit. Sampling duration T = 105 ms. Remaining parameters as
in Fig. 3.
ence of shared-input correlations that arise due to a lim-
ited number of noise sources. To this end, we replace
the finite ensemble of independent stochastic sources with
a recurrent network of deterministic units (Fig. 1, red).
This noise network comprises excitatory and inhibitory
binary units with a Heaviside activation function (see
SI). Connections from the noise sources to the sampling
network follow the same statistics as in the previous sec-
tion. The connectivity within the noise network is ran-
dom, sparse and homogeneous (21, 31–33). To achieve
optimal suppression of shared-input correlations, connec-
tivity within the noise network needs to be statistically
identical to the connectivity between the noise network
and the sampling network. As discussed above, the addi-
tional contribution to the input fields h′i of neurons in the
sampling network can be approximated by a normal dis-
tribution N (µ, σ2). However, an additional term in the
input variances arises from correlations between units in
the noise network (for details see SI).
Using a recurrent network for noise generation con-
siderably decreases the sampling error compared to the
error obtained with a finite number of independent
sources, even if the shared-input correlations are substan-
tial (Fig. 3, red vs. blue curve). Over a large range of
noise-network sizes N , the input correlation and, hence
the sampling error, are significantly reduced (Fig. 4, red
vs. blue). In this range, the sampling error is comparable
to the error obtained with private Gaussian noise and al-
most independent of N (Fig. 4, red vs. gray). Only if the
noise network becomes too dense (K ≈ N), its dynam-
ics lock into a fixed point and the sampling performance
breaks down.
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Figure 5. Performance of a generative network trained on an
imbalanced subset of the MNIST dataset for different noise
sources. (a) Left: Sketch of the network consisting of exter-
nal noise inputs, input units, trained to represent patterns cor-
responding to handwritten digits, and label units trained to
indicate the currently active pattern. Right: Network activity
and trial-averaged relative activity of label units for intrinsic
noise (black) and target distribution (yellow), with even dig-
its occurring twice as often as odd digits. (b) Sampling error
DKL(p, p
∗) between the empirical state distribution p of label
units and the state distribution p∗ of label units generated
by the corresponding Boltzmann machine as a function of the
number N of noise sources for shared and network case. Er-
ror bands indicate mean ± SEM over 20 trials with different
initial conditions and noise realizations.
Deterministic neural networks serve as a suit-
able noise source for a model of handwritten-digit
generation. All realizations within the ensemble of un-
specific, randomly generated sampling networks consid-
ered so far exhibit consistent performance characteristics
(cf. narrow error bands in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). We ob-
tain similar behavior for a sampling network where the
weights and biases are not chosen randomly but trained
for a specific task – the generation of handwritten dig-
its with imbalanced class frequencies (see SI): (i) net-
works with private external noise perform close to op-
timal, (ii) shared noise correlations impair network per-
formance, and (iii) the performance is restored by em-
ploying a recurrent network for noise generation (Fig. 5).
Thus deterministic recurrent neural networks qualify as a
suitable noise source for practical applications of neural
networks performing probabilistic computations.
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Figure 6. Sampling error DKL(p, p
∗) as a function of the en-
tropy S of the target distribution. Error bands indicate mean
± SEM over 5 random network realizations. Vertical dashed
gray line indicates maximal entropy, corresponding to a uni-
form target distribution. Sampling duration T = 105 ms. Re-
maining parameters as in Fig. 3.
Shared-input correlations impair network perfor-
mance for high-entropy tasks. The dynamics of a
BM representing a high-entropy distribution evolve on a
flat energy landscape with shallow minima. Here, the
sampling process is sensitive to perturbations in statisti-
cal dependencies, such as those caused by shared-input
correlations. In contrast, the sampling dynamics in BMs
representing low-entropy distributions with pronounced
peaks are dominated by deep minima in the energy land-
scape. In this case, noise correlations have little effect.
Fig. 6 systematically varies the entropy of the target
distribution by changing the inverse temperature β in
a BM and adjusting the relative noise strength in the
other cases accordingly. Since β always appears as a mul-
tiplicative factor in front of weights and biases, this is
equivalent to scaling weights and biases globally. For
small entropies, the sampling error for shared and net-
work noise is comparable to the error obtained with pri-
vate noise, despite substantial shared-input correlations.
Consistent with the intuition provided above, the sam-
pling error for shared noise increases significantly with
increasing entropy, whereas in the other cases it remains
low.
We conclude that generally the effect of shared-noise
correlations on the functional performance of sampling
networks depends on the entropy of the target distri-
bution. For high-entropy tasks, such as pattern gener-
ation, shared-input correlations can be highly detrimen-
tal. For low-entropy tasks, such as pattern classification,
they play a less significant role. Nevertheless, indepen-
dent of the entropy of the task, functional performance
for network-generated noise is close to optimal.
Small recurrent networks provide large sampling
networks with noise. To achieve a good sampling per-
formance, both the number N of noise sources as well as
the number K of noise inputs per functional unit need to
be sufficiently large (Fig. 4). Therefore, a certain minimal
amount of resources have to be reserved for noise genera-
tion. Once these resources are allocated, small recurrent
networks can provide noise for large sampling networks
without sacrificing computational performance. We note
in passing that a single noise network can supply an ar-
bitrary number of independent functional networks with
noise.
Fig. 7 varies the size of the sampling networkM , while
keeping N and the number m of observed neurons fixed.
By increasing M , the entropy of the marginal distribu-
tion over the subset of observed neurons changes (see SI),
thereby influencing the sampling performance in the pres-
ence of shared-noise correlations. Scaling the weights in
the sampling network with 1/
√
M (21, 32, 34) keeps the
entropy of the marginal target distribution approximately
constant (Fig. 7 inset, gray curve). In the presence of pri-
vate noise, the sampling error is small and independent
of M (Fig. 7). As before, the performance is consider-
ably impaired for shared noise. The decrease in the error
for larger sampling networks cannot be traced back to a
change in entropy, by virtue of the weight scaling. In-
stead, the decrease results from a more efficient suppres-
sion of external correlations within the sampling network
arising from the growing negative feedback for increasing
M in sampling networks with net recurrent inhibition
(32). Still, even for large M , the error remains signifi-
cantly larger than the one obtained with private noise.
For network noise, in contrast, the error is almost as small
as for private noise, and independent ofM . Qualitatively
similar findings are also obtained without scaling synap-
tic weights unless the entropy of the target distribution
is too small (see SI).
Networks of spiking neurons implement neural
sampling without noise. The results so far rest on
networks of binary model neurons. Their dynamics are
well understood (21, 25, 32–34), and their mathemat-
ical tractability simplifies the calibration of sampling-
network parameters for network-generated noise. Neu-
rons in mammalian brains and in neuromorphic hardware
communicate, however, predominantly via short electri-
cal pulses (spikes) (35, 36). Indeed, networks of spiking
neurons with private external noise can approximately
represent arbitrary Boltzmann distributions, if binary-
unit parameters are properly translated to spiking-neuron
parameters (14, 37, see also gray curve in Fig. 8; details
see SI). Consistent with our results on binary networks,
the sampling performance decreases in the presence of
shared-noise correlations, but recovers for noise provided
by a recurrent network of spiking neurons resembling a
local cortical circuit with natural connection density and
activity statistics (Fig. 8). Similar to binary networks, a
minimal noise-network size N ensures an asynchronous
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Figure 7. Sampling error DKL(p, p
∗) as a function of the
sampling-network size M . Error bands indicate mean ± SEM
over 5 random network realizations. Inset: Entropy of the
sampled state distribution p as a function of M . Horizontal
dashed dark gray line indicates entropy of uniform distribu-
tion, i.e., maximal entropy. Average weight in sampling net-
works: µBM = −0.15/
√
M . Sampling duration T = 105 ms.
Remaining parameters as in Fig. 3.
activity regime, a prerequisite for good sampling perfor-
mance. Spiking noise networks that are too densely con-
nected (K/N → 1) tend to synchronize, causing large
sampling errors (see red curve in Fig. 8).
Discussion
Consistent with the high variability in the activity of bio-
logical neural networks (6), many models of high-level
brain function rely on the presence of some form of
stochasticity. We propose that additive input from deter-
ministic recurrent neural networks serves as a well control-
lable source of noise for functional network models. The
article demonstrates that networks of deterministic units
with input from such noise-generating networks can ap-
proximate a large variety of target distributions and per-
form well in generative tasks. This scheme covers both
networks of binary and networks of spiking neurons, and
leads to an economic usage of resources in biological and
artificial neuromorphic systems.
For conceptual simplicity, the study segregates a neu-
ronal network into a functional and a noise-generating
module. In biological substrates, these two modules may
be intermingled. Alternatively, a brain may use one sam-
pling network as the noise source for another. In this
view, one network’s function is another network’s noise.
We show that shared-noise correlations can be highly
detrimental for sampling from given target distributions.
Generating noise with recurrent neural networks over-
comes this problem by exploiting active decorrelation in
networks with inhibitory feedback (21, 22). As an al-
ternative solution, the effect of shared-input correlations
could be mitigated by training functional network mod-
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Figure 8. Sampling in spiking networks with biologically plau-
sible noise networks. Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL(p, p
∗)
between the empirical state distribution p of a sampling net-
work of spiking neurons and the state distribution p∗ gener-
ated by the corresponding Boltzmann machine as a function
of the number N of noise sources. Error bands indicate mean
± SEM over 10 random network realizations. See SI for model
parameters.
els in the presence of these correlations (38). However,
this approach is specific to particular network models.
Moreover, it prohibits porting of models between differ-
ent substrates. Networks previously trained under spe-
cific noise conditions will not perform well in the pres-
ence of noise with a different correlation structure. Our
approach, in contrast, constitutes a general-purpose solu-
tion which can also be employed for models that cannot
easily be adapted to the noise statistics, such as hard-
wired functional network models (e.g., 18, 39) or bottom-
up biophysical neural-network models (e.g., 40).
In biological neural networks, the probabilistic gating
of ion channels in the cell membrane (8) and the vari-
ability in synaptic transmission (7) constitute alternative
potential sources of stochasticity. However, for the major-
ity of stochastic network models, ion-channel noise is too
small to be relevant: in the absence of (evoked or sponta-
neous) synaptic input, fluctuations in membrane poten-
tials recorded in vitro are in the µV range and hence neg-
ligible compared to the mV fluctuations necessary to sup-
port sampling-based approaches (14). Synaptic stochas-
ticity comes in two distinct forms: spontaneous release
and variability in evoked postsynaptic response ampli-
tudes. The rate of spontaneous synaptic events measured
at the soma of the target neuron is in the range of a few
events per second (41, 42). The resulting fluctuations in
the input are therefore negligible. The variability in post-
synaptic response amplitudes, in contrast, is substantial
(7), and has often been suggested as a plausible noise
resource for computations in neural circuits (15, 43–47).
Due to its multiplicative, state-dependent nature, this
form of noise is fundamentally different from the noise
usually employed in sampling models. Its role for approx-
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imate inference in neural substrates remains unclear.
Some neuromorphic-hardware systems follow alterna-
tive approaches to the generation of uncorrelated noise
for stochastic network models, such as exploiting ther-
mal noise and trial-to-trial fluctuations in neuron param-
eters (see, e.g., 48–50). However, hardware systems need
to be specifically designed for a particular technique and
sacrifice chip area that otherwise could be used to house
neurons and synapses. The solution proposed in this ar-
ticle does not require specific hardware components for
noise generation. It solely relies on the capability of em-
ulating recurrent neural networks, the functionality most
neuromorphic-hardware systems are designed for. On
the neuromorphic system Spikey (51), for example, it
has already been demonstrated that decorrelation by in-
hibitory feedback is effective and robust, despite large het-
erogeneity in neuron and synapse parameters and without
the need for time-consuming calibrations (52). While a
full neuromorphic-hardware implementation of the frame-
work proposed here is still pending, the demonstration
on Spikey shows that our solution is immediately imple-
mentable and feasible.
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1 Supplementary information
1.1. Binary network simulation. Sampling networks
consist of M binary units that switch from the inactive
(0) to the active (1) state with a probability Fi(hi) :=
p(si = 1|hi), also referred to as the “activation function”.
The input field hi of a unit depends on the state of the
presynaptic units and is given by:
hi(s) =
∑
j
wijsj + bi . (1)
Here wij denotes the weight of the connection from unit
j to unit i and bi denotes the bias of unit i. We perform
an event-driven update, drawing subsequent inter-update
intervals τi ∼ Exp(λ) for each unit from an exponential
distribution with rate λ := 1/τ with an average update
interval τ . Starting from t = 0, we update the neuron
with the smallest update time ti, choose a new update
time for this unit ti + τi and repeat this procedure until
any ti is larger than the maximal simulation duration
Tmax.
1.2. Random sampling networks. Weights are ran-
domly drawn from a beta distribution Beta(a, b) and
shifted to have mean µBM. Weights are symmetric
(wij = wji) and self connections are absent (wii = 0).
To control the average activity in the network, the bias
for each unit is chosen such that on average, it cancels
the input from the other neurons in the network for a de-
sired average activity 〈s〉: bi =Mµ 〈s〉 (32). Whenever a
unit is updated, the state of (a subset) of all units in the
sampling network is recorded. To remove the influence
of initial transients, i.e., the burn-in time of the Markov
chain, samples during the initial interval of each simula-
tion (Twarmup) are excluded from the analysis. From the
remaining samples we compute the empirical distribution
p of network states. The following sections introduce the
activation function for the units for different ways of in-
troducing noise to the system.
1.3. Intrinsic noise. Intrinsically stochastic units
switch to the active state with probability
Fi(hi) =
1
1 + e−βhi
, (2)
where β determines the slope of the logistic function and
is also referred to as the “inverse temperature”. For small
β, changes in the input field have little influence of the
update probability, while for large beta a unit is very
sensitive to changes in hi and in the limit β → ∞ the
activation function becomes a Heaviside step function.
Symmetric networks with these single-unit dynamics and
the update schedule described in Sec. 1.1 are identical to
Boltzmann machines, leading to a stationary distribution
of network states of Boltzmann form:
p(s) ∼ exp

β
2
∑
i,j
wijsisj + β
∑
i
bisi

 . (3)
Instead of directly prescribing a stochastic update rule
like Eq. 2, we can view these units as deterministic units
with a Heaviside activation function and additive noise
on the input field:
Fi(hi) = Θ(hi + ξi) ,
with ξi ∼ 1/2(1 − tanh2(ξi)) (54) and Θ denoting the
Heaviside step function
Θ(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 else
(4)
Averaging over the noise ξi yields the probabilistic up-
date rule (Eq. 2). However, on biophysical grounds it is
difficult to argue for this particular distribution of the
noise.
1.4. Private noise. We consider a deterministic model
in which we assume a more natural distribution for the
additive noise, namely Gaussian form (ξi ∼ N (µi, σ2i )),
for example arising from a large number of independent
background inputs (29). In this case, the noise averaged
activity for fixed hi is given by:
Fi(hi) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dξi Θ(hi + ξi)p(ξi)
=
∫ ∞
−hi
dξi N (µi, σ2i )
=
1
2
erfc
(
−hi + µi√
2σi
)
. (5)
Similar to the intrinsically stochastic units (Sec. 1.3), the
update rule for deterministic units with Gaussian noise
is effectively probabilistic. Both functions, share some
general properties (bounded, monotonic):
lim
hi→−∞
Fi(hi) =0 ,
lim
hi→∞
Fi(hi) =1 ,
∂hiFi(hi) >0 ∀hi ,
and one can hence hope to approximate the dynamics
in Boltzmann machines with a network of deterministic
units with Gaussian noise by a systematic matching of
parameters.
One approach is to choose parameters for the Gaussian
noise such that the difference between the two activation
functions is minimized. To simplify notation we drop the
index i in the following calculations. Since both activa-
tion functions are symmetric around zero, we require that
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Figure 9. Fit of error function to logistic function via Taylor
expansion (purple) and L2 difference of integrals (green). A
Difference of logistic activation function and error function
with adjusted σ via Eq. 6 (purple) and via Eq. 9 (green). Inset:
activation functions. B L2 difference of activation functions
(Eq. 7) as a function of the strength of the Gaussian noise σ.
Vertical bars indicate σ obtained via the respective method.
their value at h = 0 is identical, fixing one parameter of
the noise distribution (µ = 0). To find an expression for
the noise strength σ, the simplest method equates the
coefficients of a Taylor expansion up to linear order of
both activation functions around zero. For the logistic
activation function (Eq. 2) this yields:
F (h) =0.5 + 0.25βh+O(h2) ,
while for the units with Gaussian noise (Eq. 5) we obtain
F (h) =0.5 +
1√
2πσ
h+O(h2) .
Equating the coefficients of h gives an expression for the
noise strength σ as a function of the inverse temperature
β:
σ(β) =
2
√
2√
πβ
. (6)
While this approach is conceptually simple, the Taylor
expansion around zero leads to large deviations between
the activation functions for input fields different from zero
(Fig. 9).
Another option taking into account all possible values
of h is to minimize the L2 difference of the two activation
functions:
σ =argmin
σ′
∫
dh (l(h)− g(h, σ′))2 , (7)
where l denotes the logistic and g the activation function
for Gaussian noise. Since it is not possible to analytically
evaluate the resulting integral, we opt for a slightly sim-
pler approach: minimizing the L2 difference of integrals
of the activation function from −∞ to 0:
σ =argmin
σ′
(
L(h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
−G(h, σ′)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
)2
,
with capital letters denoting antiderivatives. To find the
minimal σ, we take the derivative of the right hand side
with respect to σ′ and equate it with zero:
−2
(
F (h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
−G(h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
)
∂σG(h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
= 0 .
From this we observe that(
F (h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
−G(h)
∣∣∣∣0
−∞
)
= 0 , (8)
is a sufficient condition to satisfy this equation. We com-
pute the integral of both activation functions. For the
logistic activation function (Eq. 2) we obtain:∫
dh F (h) =
∫
dh
1
1 + e−βh
=h+
log(1 + e−βh)
β
,
with the definite integral∫ 0
−∞
dh F (h) =
log 2
β
,
since the two diverging terms for h → −∞ cancel. For
the activation function with Gaussian noise (Eq. 5) we
get: ∫
dh F (h) =
∫
dh
1
2
erfc
( −h√
2σ
)
=
σ√
2π
e−
h2
2σ2 + 0.5herfc
( −h√
2σ
)
,
and computing the definite integral leads to:∫ 0
−∞
dh F (h) =
σ√
2π
,
since the second term vanishes for h→ −∞ as the comple-
mentary error function decreases faster than |h|−1. From
Eq. 8 we hence find σ as a function of β:
σ(β) =
log 2
√
2π
β
. (9)
Even though this value is not minimizing the L2 differ-
ence, it provides a better fit than that obtained by simply
Taylor expanding around zero, since in this case we are
also taking into account the mismatch for larger absolute
values of h (Fig. 9). We will hence use Eq. 9 to translate
between the inverse temperature β of the logistic activa-
tion function and the strength σ of the Gaussian noise.
1.5. Shared noise. In the previous section we have as-
sumed that each deterministic unit in the sampling net-
work receives private, uncorrelated Gaussian noise. Now
we instead consider a second population B of N = |B|
mutually unconnected, intrinsically stochastic units with
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logistic activation functions (cf. Sec. 1.3) that provide ad-
ditional input to units in the sampling network. In the
following we will denote the population/set of units in the
sampling network by S and refer to the second population
as the background population or noise population. The
input field for a unit i in the sampling network S hence
contains an additional term arising from projections from
the background population (cf. Eq. 1):
h′i =
∑
j∈S
wijsj + bi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
hi
+
∑
k∈B
mikzk︸ ︷︷ ︸
background input
. (10)
Here zk denotes the state of the kth unit in the back-
ground population B and mij the weight from unit j in
the background population to unit i in the sampling net-
work. Given the total input field h′i, the neurons in the
sampling network change their state deterministically, ac-
cording to
Fi(h
′
i) = Θ(h
′
i) . (11)
Since the units in the background population are mutu-
ally unconnected, their average activity 〈zi〉 can be arbi-
trarily set by adjusting their bias: bk = F
−1(〈zk〉), where
F−1 denotes the inverse of the logistic activation func-
tion:
F−1(〈z〉) = 1
β
log
1
1
〈z〉 − 1
.
Ignoring the actual state of the background population,
we can employ the central limit theorem and approximate
the background input in the input field h′i by a normal
distribution with mean and variance given by
µi =
∑
k∈B
mik〈zk〉 , (12)
σ2i =
∑
k∈B
m2ik〈zk〉(1− 〈zk〉) . (13)
The total input field can then be written as h′i = hi + ξi
with ξi ∼ N (µi, σ2i ), as in the case of private uncorrelated
Gaussian noise. However, note that correlations in input
fields h′i and h
′
j in the sampling network arise due to units
in the background population projecting to multiple units
in the sampling network (〈(ξi − µi)(ξj − µj)〉 does not
necessarily vanish for all i, j ∈ S).
For the connections from the background population
we use fixed weights and impose Dale’s law, i.e., units
are either excitatory mij = w > 0 ∀i or inhibitory
mij = −gw < 0 ∀i, with a ratio of excitatory units
of γ = |BE |/|B|. Here w ∈ R+ denotes the excitatory
synaptic weight and g ∈ R+ a scaling factor for the in-
hibitory weights. Each unit i ∈ S in the sampling net-
work receives exactly K = ǫN inputs from units in the
background population. ǫ = K/N ∈ [0, 1] is referred to as
the connectivity. We do not allow multiple connections
between a unit in the sampling network and unit in the
background population. Assuming all units in the back-
ground population have identical average activity 〈z〉, all
units in the sampling network receive statistically iden-
tical input and, in addition, the equations for the mean
and variance simplify to
µ =Kw(γ − (1− γ)g)〈z〉 , (14)
σ2 =Kw2(γ + (1− γ)g2)〈z〉(1− 〈z〉) . (15)
We can hence employ the same procedure as in the previ-
ous section to relate the strength of the background input
to the inverse temperature of a Boltzmann machine.
1.6. Network noise. We now consider a background
population of deterministic units projecting to the sam-
pling network. The background population has sparse,
random, recurrent connectivity with a fixed indegree.
Connections in the background population are realized
with the same indegrees K, weights w and −gw and ratio
of excitatory inputs γ as the connections to the sampling
network (cf. Sec. 1.5). The connection matrix of the back-
ground population is hence generally asymmetric. As be-
fore, we can approximate the additional contribution to
the input fields of neurons in the sampling network with
a normal distribution, with parameters
µi =
∑
k∈B
mik 〈zk〉 , (16)
σ2i =
∑
k∈B
m2ik 〈zk〉 (1− 〈zk〉) +
∑
k 6=l
mikmilckl , (17)
where the additional term in the input variances arises
from correlations ckl := 〈(zk − 〈zk〉)(zl − 〈zl〉)〉 between
units in the background population. As in the sampling
network we choose the bias to cancel the expected aver-
age input from other units in the network for a desired
mean activity 〈zk〉. However since the second population
exhibits rich dynamics due to its recurrent connectivity
the actual average activity will deviate from this value,
in particular due to an influence of correlations on the
mean activity. We employ an iterative meanfield-theory
approach that allows us to compute average activities
and average correlations approximately from the statis-
tics of the connectivity. We now shortly summarize this
approach following (32). Note that in the literature a
threshold variable θi is often used instead the bias bi,
which differs in the sign: bi = −θi.
For a network of binary units, the joint distribution
of network states p(s) contains all information necessary
to statistically describe the network activity, in particu-
lar mean activities and correlations. It can be obtained
by solving the Master equation of the system, which de-
termines how the probability masses of network states
evolve over time in terms of transition probabilities be-
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tween different states (55)
∂tp(si) =
∑
j
p(si|sj)p(sj)− p(sj |si)p(si) . (18)
The first term describes probability mass moving into
state i from other states j and the second term proba-
bility mass moving from state i to other states j. Since
in general, and in particular in large networks, Eq. 18
is too difficult to solve directly, we focus on obtaining
equations for first two momenta of p(s). Starting from
the master equation one can derive the following self-
consistency equations for the mean activity of units in
a homogeneous network by assuming fluctuations around
their mean input to be statistically independent (32):
∂t〈si〉+ 〈si〉 = 1
2
erfc
(
−µi + bi√
2σi
)
where the µi and σi are given by Eq. 16 and Eq. 17,
respectively. To obtain the average activity in the sta-
tionary state, i.e., for ∂t〈si〉 = 0, this equation needs to
be solved self-consistently since the activity of unit i can
influence its input statistics (µi, σi) through the recur-
rent connections. By assuming homogeneous excitatory
and inhibitory populations, the N dimensional problem
reduces to a two-dimensional one (32):
〈sα〉 = 1
2
erfc
(
−µα + bα√
2σα
)
(19)
with α ∈ {E , I}. The population-averaged equations for
the mean and variance of the input hence are (32):
µα =
∑
β
Kαβwαβsβ , (20)
σ2α =
∑
β
Kαβw
2
αβaβ +
∑
β,γ
(Kw)αβ(Kw)αγcβγ , (21)
with KEE = KIE = γN , KEI = KII = (1 − γ)N and
wEE = wIE = w, wEI = wII = −gw. To derive a
self-consistency equation for pairwise correlations from
the master equation one linearize the threshold activa-
tion function by considering a Gaussian distribution of
the input field caused by recurrent inputs. This leads to
the following set of linear equations for the population-
averaged covariances (32):
2cαβ =
∑
γ
(w˜αγcγβ + w˜βγcγα) + w˜αβ
aβ
Nβ
+ w˜βα
aα
Nα
,
(22)
with
cβγ =
{
1
Nβ(Nβ−1)
∑
i,j∈β,i6=j cij if β = γ
1
NβNγ
∑
i∈β,j∈γ cij else
The effective population-averaged weights w˜αβ are de-
fined as:
w˜αβ := S(µα, σα)Kαβwαβ ,
with the susceptibility given by S(µασα) :=
1√
2piσα
exp
(
− (µα+bα)22σα
)
(32). Since the average ac-
tivity and covariances are mutually dependent, we
employ an iterative numerical scheme in which we first
determine the stationary activity under the assumption
of zero correlations according to Eq. 19. Using this
result we compute the population-average covariances
from Eq. 22 which in turn can be used to improve the
estimate for the stationary activity since they influence
input statistics according to Eq. 21. We repeat this
procedure until the values for population-averaged
activities and covariances in two subsequent iterations
do not differ significantly any more. The mean activity
and correlations in the recurrent background population
obtained via this procedure, allows us to compute the
input statistics in the sampling network and hence relate
the inverse temperature to the mean and variance of the
input as in Sec. 1.4.
Certain assumptions enter this analytical description
of network statistics, which might not be fulfilled in gen-
eral. The description becomes much more complicated
for spiking neuron models with non-linear subthreshhold
dynamics like conductance-based neurons in neuromor-
phic systems (14). In this case, one can resort to em-
pirically measuring the input statistics for a single iso-
lated neuron given a certain arrangement of background
sources (cf. Sec. 1.9). An advantage of this methods is
that it is easy and straight forward to implement and will
work for any configuration of background populations and
sampling networks, allowing for arbitrary neuron models
and parameters. However, to estimate the statistics of
the input accurately, one needs to collect statistics over
a significant amount of time.
1.7. Calibration (binary networks). The methods
discussed above allow us to compute effective inverse tem-
perature βeff from the statistics of different background
inputs, either additive Gaussian noise, a population of
intrinsically stochastic units or a recurrent network of
deterministic units. To approximate Boltzmann distribu-
tions via samples generated by networks with noise im-
plemented via these alternative methods, we match their
(effective) inverse temperatures. A straightforward op-
tion is to adjust the noise parameter according to the
desired input statistics. While this is possible in the case
of additive Gaussian noise for which we can freely adjust
µi and σi, it is difficult to achieve in practice for the other
methods. We can achieve the same effect by rescaling the
weights and biases in the sampling network. The inverse
temperature β appears as a multiplicative factor in front
of weights and biases in the stationary distribution of net-
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work states (Eq. 3). Scaling β is hence equivalent to scal-
ing all weights and biases by the inverse factor (see also
(14, 33, 56)). An infinite amount of Boltzmann machines
hence exists, all differing in weights (w → αw, α ∈ R+),
biases (b → αb) and inverse temperatures (β → β/α),
producing statistically identical samples. Given a mean
background input µi and an effective inverse temperature
βeff(σi) (cf. Eq. 9) arising from a particular realization of
noise sources, we can emulate a Boltzmann machine at
inverse temperature β by rescaling all weights and biases
in the sampling network according to
bi →β/βeff bi − µi , (23)
wij →β/βeffwij . (24)
This method hence only requires us to adapt weights and
biases globally in the sampling network according to the
statistics arising from an arbitrary realization of back-
ground input.
1.8. Handwritten-digit generation. In the genera-
tive task, we measure how well a sampling network with
various realizations of background noise can approximate
a trained data distribution, in contrast to the random
distributions considered in the other simulations. We use
contrastive divergence (CD-1, (27)) to train a Boltzmann
machine on a specific dataset. We consider a dataset con-
sisting of a subset of MNIST digits (57), downscaled to
12x12 pixels and with grayscale values converted to black
and white. We select one representative from each class
(0 . . . 9) and extend the 144 array determining the pixel
values with 10 entries for a one-hot encoding of the cor-
responding class, e.g., for the pattern zero, the last ten
entries contain a 1 at the first place and zeros otherwise.
These ten 154 dimensional patterns form the prototype
dataset. A (noisy) training sample is generated by flip-
ping every pixel from the first 144 entries of a prototype
pattern with probability pflip. After training, the network
should represent a particular distribution q∗ over classes.
Training directly on a samples generated according to the
class distribution q∗ will, in general, lead to a different
stationary distribution of one-hot readout states p gener-
ated by the network, since some patterns are more salient
then others. For example, by training on equal amounts
of patterns of zeros and ones, the network will typically
generate more zero states. To nevertheless represent q∗
with the network, we iteratively train the Boltzmann ma-
chine choosing images and labels from a distribution q
that is adjusted between training sessions (Alg. 1). Over
many repetitions this procedure will lead to a stationary
distribution of classes p that closely approximates q∗.
After training a Boltzmann machine using this ap-
proach, we obtain a set of parameters, w and b, that
can be translated to parameters for sampling networks
by appropriate rescaling as discussed above. We collect
samples by running the network in the absence of any
input and recording the states of all label units.
Algorithm 1 Training of a fully visible Boltzmann ma-
chine via CD-1 to represent a particular distribution q∗
over label units with one-hot encoding.
BM ← Boltzmann machine with random w, b
q ← q∗
for nit iterations do
collect nsm samples of label-unit states from BM
p← marginal distribution over one-hot label states
q ← ⌊(1− α)q + αq∗ + β(q∗ − p)⌋+ and normalize
d ← generate training samples with class frequen-
cies q
train BM with CD-1 on dataset d over nep episodes
1.9. Calibration (spiking networks). Similar as for
binary units, we need to match the parameters for spik-
ing sampling networks to their respective counterparts in
Boltzmann machines. Similar to (14) we use high-rate ex-
citatory and inhibitory inputs to turn the deterministic
behavior of a leaky-integrate-and-fire neuron into an ef-
fectively stochastic response. However, in contrast to the
original publication, we consider current based synapses
for simplicity. Since the calibration is performed on single
cell level, we use the identical calibration scheme for the
private, shared and network case. For a given configura-
tion of noise sources, we first simulate the noise network
with the specified parameters and measure its average fir-
ing rate. The corresponding independent Poisson sources
are set to fire with the same rate to ensure comparability
between the two approaches. The calibrations are then
performed by varying the resting potential and recording
the average activity of a single cell that is supplied with
input from either a noise network or Poisson sources. The
private case is calibrated separately in a similar manner.
By fitting the logistic function to the activation obtained
by this procedure, we obtain two parameters, a shift and a
scaling parameter, which are used to translate the synap-
tic weights from binary units to spiking neurons. See (14)
for details of the translation between the two domains.
1.10. Pairwise input correlations. Here we show
how the covariance C inkl between the input fields of two
units k and l receiving inputs from a pool of sources can
be decomposed into a part arising from shared inputs and
another from activity correlations. The input field for a
single unit is given by Eq. 1 and hence:
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C inkl = 〈hkhl〉 − 〈hk〉 〈hl〉
=
〈(
K∑
i
wkisi + bk
) K∑
j
wljsj + bl

〉 − 〈hk〉 〈hl〉
=
K∑
i
wkiwliAi +
K∑
i
K∑
j 6=i
wkiwljCij
=C inshared,kl + C
in
corr,kl .
We introduced the auto- and crosscovariances Ai =〈
s2i
〉 − 〈si〉2 and Cij = 〈sisj〉 − 〈si〉 〈sj〉 of the activi-
ties si and sj of presynaptic neurons i and j, respectively.
If Dale’s law is respected and the sign of all outgoing con-
nections of a sources is unique, i.e. sign (wki) = sign (wli),
∀k, l, i, the first term is always positive (C inshared,kl > 0).
For a pool of independently active presynaptic neurons,
Cij = 0 by definition and the second term in the input
correlations hence vanishes (C incorr,kl = 0 ∀k, l). The total
input correlation is therefore always positive and deter-
mined by the number of shared sources. If the presy-
naptic sources are units in a recurrently connected net-
work, their pairwise correlation is in general non-zero
(Cij 6= 0). In particular, in sparsely connected networks
with sufficient inhibition, correlations arrange such that
C incorr,kl ≈ −C inshared,kl, leading to small remaining pair-
wise input correlations, C inkl ≈ 0 (21, 22).
1.11. Sampling error depends on number of noise
inputs per sampling unit. To closely approximate
the effect of Gaussian noise on the input field, one need
a large number K of background inputs per sampling
unit. Here, we scale number of noise sources K per sam-
pling unit, while also scaling the total number N of noise
sources to keep their ratio constant. This allows us to in-
vestigate the impact of K without altering the amount of
shared-input correlations. In addition to the three cases
considered in main manuscript (private, shared, network
noise), we additionally consider the case of a separate
pool of noise sources for each sampling unit (“discrete”),
where shared-input correlations are absent.
For small K, the input distribution is strongly dis-
cretized and does not approximate Gaussian well, re-
flected in a large sampling error for very small K for
the discrete and shared case (Fig. 10). As we increase
K, the sampling error decreases rapidly for the discrete
case, and drops to the same level as Gaussian noise at
about 50 inputs. For the shared case, the error decreases
as well as we increase K, but is limited from below by
sampling error introduced by shared-input correlations.
For the network case, the sampling error is very large for
small K as the network dynamics lock into a fixed point.
However, forK > 130, the sampling error for the network
case drops almost to the level of Gaussian noise.
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Figure 10. Sampling error DKL(p, p
∗) as a function of the
number of background inputs K per sampling unit. Error
bands indicate mean ± SEM over 5 random network realiza-
tions. Magenta (“discrete”) uses K separate sources for each
sampling unit. Sampling duration T = 105 ms. Connectivity
constant K/N = 0.9. Remaining parameters as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 7, but with constant average weight
in sampling networks: µBM = −0.15.
1.12. Small, recurrent networks can supply large
sampling networks with noise – no weight scaling.
In Fig. 7 we scaled the weights in the sampling network
with the sizeM of the sampling network as 1/
√
M . Ignor-
ing the influence of cross-correlations, this scaling keeps
the variances of the input distribution arising from recur-
rent connections in the sampling network constant. Ef-
fectively this leads to approximately constant entropy for
a large range of sampling network sizes.
If we do not scale the weights as above when increas-
ing the size of the sampling network, the input variance
increases and the relative noise strength hence decreases,
leading to an effectively stronger coupled sampling net-
work. This strongly decreases the entropy of the sampled
distribution (Fig. 11, inset). Despite the decrease in en-
tropy, the sampling errors for the private and network
cases stay approximately constant (Fig. 11). For the
shared case, the sampling error initially decreases due
to the strengthened effective feedback that suppresses
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shared-input correlations arising from the limited pool
of background sources (cf. Small, recurrent networks
can supply large sampling networks with noise).
As the size of the sampling network increases the sam-
pling error increases again from about M = 40. This is
most likely caused by the decrease in the relative noise
strength and the sampling dynamics hence becoming too
slow to approximate the target distribution in the finite
sampling duration considered here.
1.13. Simulation details. Tab. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 summarize
the binary network model and parameters.
Tab. 6, 7, 8, 9 summarize the spiking network model
and parameters. Simulations carried out with NEST 2.10
(58).
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A Model summary
Populations One
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all
Neuron model Stochastic binary units
Channel models —
Synapse model —
Plasticity —
External input —
Measurements Binary states of m units
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network Stoch. binary units M
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0
D Neuron model
Type Stochastic binary units
Dynamics Transition into state 1 according to probability determined by the activation function
Fi(hi) =
1
1+e−βhi
with input field hi =
∑
j wijsj + bi.
Table 1. Description of the sampling network model with intrinsic noise (according to (59)).
A Model summary
Populations One
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all
Neuron model Stochastic binary units
Channel models —
Synapse model —
Plasticity —
External input —
Measurements Binary states of m units
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network Stoch. binary units M
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0
D Neuron model
Type Stochastic binary units
Dynamics Transition into state 1 according to probability determined by the activation function
Fi(hi) =
1
2erfc
(
hi+µi√
2σ2
)
with input field hi =
∑
j wijsj + bi.
Table 2. Description of sampling network model with private noise (according to (59)).
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A Model summary
Populations Three
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all; sparse random with fixed indegree
Neuron model Stochastic binary units, deterministic binary units
Channel models —
Synapse model —
Plasticity —
External input —
Measurements Binary states
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network Det. binary units M
Background pop.
(E)
Stoch. binary units γN
Background pop. (I) Stoch. binary units (1− γ)N
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0
Background pop.
(E)
Sampling network Random convergent γK → 1, weight w
Background pop. (I) Sampling network Random convergent (1− γ)K → 1, weight −gw
D Neuron model
Type Stochastic binary units
Dynamics Transition into state 1 according to probability determined by the activation function
Fi(hi) =
1
1+e−βhi
with input field hi =
∑
j wijsj + bi.
Type Deterministic binary units
Dynamics Transition into state 1 according to the activation function Fi(hi) = Θ(hi) with input field
hi =
∑
j wijsj + bi.
E Measurements
Binary states of m units from sampling network
Table 3. Description of sampling network model with shared noise (according to (59)).
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A Model summary
Populations Three
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all; sparse random with fixed indegree
Neuron model Deterministic binary units
Channel models —
Synapse model —
Plasticity —
External input —
Measurements Binary states
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network Det. binary units M
Background pop.
(E)
Det. binary units γN
Background pop. (I) Det. binary units (1− γ)N
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0
Background pop.
(E)
Sampling network Random convergent γK → 1, weight w
Background pop. (I) Sampling network Random convergent (1 − γ)K → 1, weight −gw
Background pop.
(E)
Background pop.
(E)
Random convergent γK → 1, weight w
Background pop.
(E)
Background pop. (I) Random convergent γK → 1, weight w
Background pop. (I) Background pop.
(E)
Random convergent (1 − γ)K → 1, weight −gw
Background pop. (I) Background pop. (I) Random convergent (1 − γ)K → 1, weight −gw
D Neuron model
Type Deterministic binary units
Dynamics Transition into state 1 according to the activation function Fi(hi) = Θ(hi) with input field
hi =
∑
j wijsj + bi.
E Measurements
Binary states of m units from sampling network
Table 4. Description of sampling network model with network noise (according to (59)).
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B Populations
Name Values
M 100∗
N 222∗
γ 0.3
C Connectivity
Name Values
a 2
b 2
K 200
w 0.3
g 8
D Neuron model
Name Values
β 1∗
µ 0
σ from β via Eq. 9
E Measurements
Name Values
m 6
Miscellaneous
Name Values Description
s¯ 0.4 Average activity in sampling networks
z¯ 0.3 Average activity in background population
Tsim 10
5ms∗ Simulation time
Twarmup 500ms Warmup time (ignored during analysis)
τ 10ms Average inter-update interval
Table 5. Parameters for binary network simulations (according to (59)). Stars indicate default values.
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A Model summary
Populations One
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all
Neuron model Leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
Channel models —
Synapse model Exponentially decaying currents, fixed delays
Plasticity —
External input Poisson-distributed spike trains
Measurements Spikes
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network LIF neuron M
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0, translation from binary-unit domain to spiking neurons
via constant calibration factors (see Sec. 1.9)
D Neuron and synapse model
Type Leaky integrate-and-fire, exponential currents
Subthreshold dynam-
ics
Subthreshold dynamics (t 6∈ (t∗, t∗ + τref)):
Cm
d
dtV (t) = −gL(V (t)− Vrest) + Isyn(t)
Reset and refractoriness (t ∈ (t∗, t∗ + τref)):
V (t) = Vreset
Current dynamics τsyn
d
dtIsyn(t) = −Isyn(t) +
∑
i,k Jδ(t− tki − d)
Here the sum over i runs over all presynaptic neurons and the sum over k over all spike
times of the respective neuron i
Spiking If V (t∗−) < Vth ∧ V (t∗+) ≥ Vth:
emit spike with time stamp t∗
E Measurements
Spike trains recorded from m neurons from the sampling network
F External input
Per neuron, one private excitatory and one inhibitory Poisson source with rate νex and νin, respectively.
Table 6. Description of spiking sampling network model with private noise (according to (59)).
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A Model summary
Populations One
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all; sparse random with fixed indegree
Neuron model Leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
Channel models —
Synapse model Exponentially decaying currents, fixed delays
Plasticity —
External input Poisson-distributed spike trains
Measurements Spikes
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network LIF neuron M
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0, translation from binary-unit domain to spiking neurons
via constant calibration factors (see Sec. 1.9)
D Neuron and synapse model
See Tab. 6.
E Measurements
See Tab. 6.
F External input
Per neuron, γK excitatory and (1− γ)K inhibitory Poisson sources with weight J , rate ν˜ex and weight −gJ , rate
ν˜in, respectively. Excitatory and inhibitory inputs randomly chosen from a common pool of γN and (1 − γ)N
units, respectively.
Table 7. Description of spiking sampling network model with shared noise (according to (59)).
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A Model summary
Populations Three
Topology —
Connectivity All-to-all; sparse random with fixed indegree
Neuron model Leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
Channel models —
Synapse model Exponentially decaying currents, fixed delays
Plasticity —
External input Resting potential above firing threshold in background populations
Measurements Spikes
B Populations
Name Elements Size
Sampling network LIF neuron M
Background pop.
(E)
LIF neuron γN
Background pop. (I) LIF neuron (1− γ)N
C Connectivity
Source Target Pattern
Sampling network Sampling network All-to-all, random weights drawn from Beta distribution, wij ∼
Beta(a, b), symmetric connections wij = wji, no self connections
wii = 0, translation from binary-unit domain to spiking neurons
via constant calibration factors (see Sec. 1.9)
Background pop.
(E)
Sampling network Random convergent, γK → 1, weight w, delay d
Background pop. (I) Sampling network Random convergent, (1− γ)K → 1, weight −gw, delay d
Background pop.
(E)
Background pop.
(E)
Random convergent, γK → 1, weight w, delay d
Background pop.
(E)
Background pop. (I) Random convergent, γK → 1, weight w, delay d
Background pop. (I) Background pop.
(E)
Random convergent, (1− γ)K → 1, weight −gw, delay d
Background pop. (I) Background pop. (I) Random convergent, (1− γ)K → 1, weight −gw, delay d
D Neuron and synapse model
See Tab. 6.
E Measurements
See Tab. 6.
Table 8. Description of spiking sampling network model with network noise (according to (59)).
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B Populations
See Tab. 5.
C Connectivity
Name Values
a 2
b 2
K 1000
J 0.002 nA (0.0635 nA)
g 2
d 0.1ms (1.0ms)
D Neuron model
Name Values
τref 10.0ms (0.1ms)
τsyn 10.0ms (5.0ms)
Cm 0.2 nF (1.0 nF)
gL 2.0 µS (0.05 µS)
Vrest −50.00mV (−40.00mV)
Vreset −50.01mV (−60.00mV)
Vth −50.00mV
E Measurements
Name Values
m 10
Miscellaneous
Name Values Description
Tsim 10
7ms Simulation time
Twarmup 10
3ms Warmup time (ignored during analysis)
F External input
Name Values
νex 10 kHz
νin 10 kHz
ν˜ex 4.4± 0.1Hz
ν˜in 4.4± 0.1Hz
Table 9. Table of parameters for spiking network simulations (according to (59)). Values without parantheses are for the
sampling network, values in parantheses for the noise network.
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